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“Don’t point your finger at me!”

Levi Garrison said coldly.

“boom……”

At the same time the body flew out.

The body exploded in midair and turned into a cloud of blood…

Shock!

Extremely shocked!

Even said everyone is going crazy!

In the Black Dragon Dojo, the four gods sit down and kill people directly regardless of their concerns!

This is crazy!

“court death!!!”

Hundreds of masters in the Black Dragon Dojo rushed over, wanting to slash Levi Garrison with a
thousand swords.

Terrible aura agitated in the black dragon dojo.

Push the crowd to a hundred meters.

There are not only gods in the Black Dragon Dojo, but also many masters of other levels.

After all, they all received the baptism of Reiki radiation.

But Levi Garrison was not used to their problems when facing this group of people.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

His slap kept dropping.

One after another, the East Island powerhouses were blasted out.

Under Levi Garrison’s slap, one by one was pulled apart.

Even the ultimate body of spiritual energy quenching is not at all useful in front of Levi Garrison.

The slap still smashed.

…

As time goes by, more and more people fall.

“This… is this Levi Garrison?”

No one else knows.

But gradually Zoey Lopez recognized them.

After all, the characteristics are still obvious.

Especially Dark Doctor, and Levilia who Levi Garrison carried on his back.

“When is he so good??”

This is Zoey Lopez’s question in all of them.

Levi Garrison hasn’t been strong all the time.

And even if this time of spiritual energy recovery, he seems to have benefited.

Because the radiation baptized by the spiritual energy, at least the spiritual energy lingers.

But everyone didn’t see this happening to Levi Garrison.

How did he become better?

Looking at him, he still relies on pure power.

That is the most basic exercise before him!

Although everyone couldn’t explain it for a while, they always felt that it had something to do with the
rejuvenation of spiritual energy.

Levi Garrison should have received great benefits in this spiritual rejuvenation.

Levi Garrison in front of him is like the devil, who sees and kills whom.

In an instant, the ground was full of corpses.

And not one is complete!

Soon hundreds of people fell, and everyone else ran away, retreating into the dojo little by little.

One of the leaders, Oda Ichiro, immediately said to Levi Garrison: “Wait a minute…Boom…”

But it was accompanied by a dull sound.

Oda Ichiro’s head exploded directly…

He was slapped and exploded by Levi Garrison.

“We can talk, we…boom…”

Another person was about to speak when he was bombed by Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison said faintly: “There is so much nonsense!”

He just came here to kill.

It’s not for these gods to take action!

What to talk about? ? ?

Levi Garrison was merciless and started to kill.

He directly entered the Black Dragon Dojo…

Everyone is going crazy!

Everyone looked silly from a distance.

Especially plums dye them.

They were all frightened by the sense of killing energy on Levi Garrison’s body.

They also understand.

Levi Garrison was venting their anger…

These Dongdao gangsters are insulting them.

Levi Garrison was not used to this scene.

Others were even more shocked.

Is this a f*cking lunatic?

Does killing like this in the Black Dragon Dojo do not put the four gods in the eyes of others? ? ?

It’s too extreme!

It’s crazy!

“That’s right, no! This offends the gods, not only can’t save the king, but it puts all his lives in it!”

Only then did Zoey Lopez realize how terrible Levi Garrison’s move was.

I was shocked by Levi Garrison’s extraordinary combat power just now.

After recovering now, I immediately realized the seriousness of the problem.

They immediately wanted to stop Levi Garrison.

